
Aberrant Fundamentalism 

 

Why write a harsh article about a man in fundamentalism that has been dead nearly sixty years?  Why decry 

his ministry and the methods he employed?  Lest any be wondering, I have no bitterness towards that kind of 

ministry.  In fact, my formative years were spent under a style of fundamentalism that owed its generation 

directly to Dr. Norris’ influence.  I do not, and have not, bristled at or been “spiritually abused” by such fun-

damentalism.  In fact, I have a fondness for many parts of it that continue to impress and challenge me in my 

own ministry. That being said, I recognize the style of ministry I was under, though strongly influence by 

Norris, did not take his methods to the extent he or others took them.  Once could say I got a mild dose, for 

which I am grateful.  The aberrant fundamentalism of Norris and others like him has spawned many children 

and step children.  In its harsher incarnations it has produced a breed of fundamentalist pastors who thrive on 

power, routinely and viciously attack those who challenge their authority and whose primary aim is to in-

crease the size of their followings.  Even in its milder forms, these same things hold truth, thought without 

the same edge found in less diluted versions.  For over 60 years this kind of fundamentalism has been gain-

ing ground.  In the seventies it took solid hold and we have been in a downward slide- not the downward 

slide of dropped numbers or less popular appeal. We started sliding downward as soon as unbiblical, human-

istic methods of leadership and evangelism gained prominence.   

 

The problems with this kind of fundamentalism is not merely a difference in leadership style or a frustration 

with a set of standards.  The problem I see with this kind of fundamentalism is a philosophical problem that 

reaches to the root of why and how we minister.  For many participants in this kind of fundamentalism, the 

purpose of ministry is first and foremost numeric.  I will grant that many seek numbers out of a sincere desire 

to obey the great commission as effectively as possible and to see many who are condemned to hell come to 

a saving knowledge of Christ.  However, the numeric emphasis undermines their insistence on faithful and 

stringent obedience to the Word. For example, the stress on numbers of decisions has led to some shameful 

activities in an effort to draw a bigger crowd and it has led to a weakening of the gospel presentation so that 

many who profess salvation show absolutely no evidence of a transformed life.  This focus on numbers has 

driven a large number of preachers away from anything like faithful explanation and application of Scrip-

tures to offer instead a practical homily based off a resemblance of ideas seen in a verse and the preachers 

idea of what he wants to say.  This is because of a perception of expositional preaching as dry and boring, 

certain to be tedious to the hearer and discouraging to their return to that particular church.  Following the 

example of men like J. Frank Norris, this particular stripe of fundamentalism grew and by the early 70's was 

far and away the largest segment of fundamentalists. Their success has held sway in many camps, being jus-

tified by the totals on the membership rolls or decision cards.  As a result, the commitment to Biblical truth 

has been coupled with a devotion to practices and preachers that get the job done.  In such a joining, the Bi-

ble loses.  It is implicitly undermined, by their habits they deny that the Word of God, and it alone, is suffi-

cient to direct and empower the ministry. 

 

Not that every practitioner of this style of leadership is an insincere, power monger.  Many thousands of pas-

tors have been taught this in their schools and have genuinely believed this was the best way to obey God’s 

commands.   Their sincerity does not minimize the shameful disgrace of this kind of fundamentalism.  It has 

no foundation in the Bible and holds very little akin with mainline, historic fundamentalism.  The schisms 

created within fundamentalism by this particular breed have decimated true fundamentalism and needs to be 

rejected for more Biblical forms of ministry. 
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